RC-Network Open F3F 2019
Bulletin 1

30.04.2019
Local Rules:






It is not planned to have a round 0, despite weather conditions that are below FAI limits but still permit to
fly without difficulties.
At the beginning of each day, and after a slope change, there will be one (1) official fly before starting
the Competition with the first Pilot
the test flight pilot is chosen randomly out of the competitor field
At the beginning of each day the lower wind limit for the day will be announced
a different starting list will be issued for every competition Day

Jury:
3+1 Pilots from different countries will be chosen during the first briefing.

Group scoring:
If necessary, group scoring will be applied by 50% of the Competitors
Time Schedule:
Friday, 17.05. 09-09:30:
Friday, 17.05. 10:00:
Friday, 17.05. 17:00:

Registration at parking place
Briefing at Slope + Start Round 1
No new Round will be started. Finish actual Round/Group

Saturday, 18.05. 10:00:
Saturday, 18.05. 17:00:

Start new Round/finish with last Group
No new Round will be started. Finish actual Round/Group

Sunday, 19.05. 10:00:
Sunday, 19.05. 14:30:
Sunday, 19.05. ~15:30:

Start new Round/finish with last Group
No new Round will be started finish actual Round
Price giving for senior-, team-ranking at parking place

Banquet:
There will be an official Dinner at Saturday 18.05.2019
The dinner will happen at the "Ferme-Auberge" Steinwasen which is located near the East-Wind-Slope.
The menu is the famous farm-cooked meal, the "repas marcaire" ! :
 Vegetable soup


Meat pie of the Munster Valley with green salad



Smoked pallet with grilled potatoes also known as "Roïgebrageldi"



Some cheese



Choice of dessert : Fruit pies (apples, bilberries...) and the famous "Siess Kass" (white Munstercheese
from the morning served with sugar, cream and kirsch)



Coffee

Frequencies:
We hardly recommend the utilization of 2,4 GHz systems.
We will not manage the sharing of the different, legacy, frequencies. You will have to take care of the proper use
of the frequencies
Protest fee:
Protest fee is 30€ and has to be paid when submitting the protest. A protest must be submitted before the start of
the next round. In case that protest was justified, protest fee will be returned.
Drone-Regulations:
In regards to new drone related laws in place in France since the beginning of this year, it is mandatory that all
models used during the contest are registered on the following internet portal belonging the the French civil
aviation agency (DGAC)
https://alphatango.aviation-civile.gouv.fr (register an aircraft)
As of today, the training attestation is not required for non French pilots, however we encourage everyone to
make you aware about the model aircraft related rules in place in France available here:
https://fox-alphatango.aviation-civile.gouv.fr/en/sequences/20/

